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(57) An electronic device (10) having anti-cloning
function includes a first critical integrated circuit (60),
which further includes a first security function block (66)
configured to authenticate an identity of a second critical
integrated circuit (70) in communication with the first crit-
ical integrated circuit(60), wherein the first security func-

tion block (66) authenticates the identity of the second
critical integrated circuit (70) according to a chip identity
of the second critical integrated circuit (70) created using
a non-volatile memory physically unclonable function
(10).
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to an electronic device
with authentication for performing anti-cloning and self-
protection functions.

Background of the Invention

[0002] People now have an increasing reliance on
electronic devices in our everyday lives. With demands
of internet of things, identification and authentication for
secure access and secure communication become sig-
nificantly important. Much effort has been spent trying to
enhance protection by improving software algorithms.
However, despite the enhanced strength of software,
there may still exist backdoors that an attacker can make
use of by using techniques such as performing hardware
reverse engineering, installing counterfeit devices, or us-
ing identity forgery to intercept the secure information.
Thus, hardware with self-protection and anti-cloning
functions becomes significantly important for business
protection.

Summary of the Invention

[0003] This in mind, the present invention aims at pro-
viding an electronic device with self-protection and anti-
cloning capabilities and a related method.
[0004] This is achieved by an electronic device and a
related operation method according to claims 1 and 9.
The dependent claims pertain to corresponding further
developments and improvements.
[0005] As will be seen more clearly from the detailed
description following below, the claimed electronic de-
vice having anti-cloning function is disclosed. The elec-
tronic device includes a first critical integrated circuit,
which further includes a first security function block con-
figured to authenticate an identity of a second critical in-
tegrated circuit in communication with the first critical in-
tegrated circuit, wherein the first security function block
authenticates the identity of the second critical integrated
circuit according to a chip identity of the second critical
integrated circuit created using a non-volatile memory
(NVM) physically unclonable function (PUF).
[0006] The claimed method of performing an anti-clon-
ing function in an electronic device is disclosed. The elec-
tronic device contains a first critical integrated circuit. The
claimed method includes a first security function block of
the first critical integrated circuit obtaining a chip identity
of a second critical integrated circuit in communication
with the first critical integrated circuit, wherein the chip
identity of the second critical integrated circuit is created
using a non-volatile memory (NVM) physically unclona-
ble function (PUF). The method further includes the first
security function block comparing the obtained chip iden-
tity of the second critical integrated circuit with a previ-

ously stored value of the chip identity of the second critical
integrated circuit, and the first security function block au-
thenticating an identity of the second critical integrated
circuit when the obtained chip identity of the second crit-
ical integrated circuit matches the previously stored value
of the chip identity of the second critical integrated circuit.
[0007] It is an advantage that the present invention pro-
vides a way to use chip identities that are created using
intrinsic PUF techniques in order to uniquely identify crit-
ical integrated circuits used with an electronic device. In
this way, the chip identities cannot be easily forged, and
hackers cannot simply swap out an original integrated
circuit with an unauthorized integrated circuit that may
have a malicious function.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0008] In the following, the invention is further illustrat-
ed by way of example, taking reference to the accompa-
nying drawings. Thereof

Fig. 1 illustrates an example of a non-volatile mem-
ory (NVM) physically unclonable function (PUF);
Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram showing an elec-
tronic device according to a first embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram showing a de-
tailed view of the security function block;
Figs. 4-5 show a flowchart describing the method of
performing authentication of critical ICs according to
the present invention; and
Fig. 6 is a functional block diagram showing a first
electronic device and a second electronic device ac-
cording to a second embodiment of the present in-
vention.

Detailed Description

[0009] The present invention seeks to provide a way
for critical integrated circuits in an electronic device to
undergo authentication so that users of the electronic
device can be assured that the critical integrated circuits
are authentic and have not been cloned.
[0010] Fig. 1 illustrates a non-volatile memory (NVM)
physically unclonable function (PUF) 10 (hereinafter
NVM PUF), for example an antifuse PUF. In this example,
the NVM PUF 10 contains a pair of symmetric antifuse
structures, including a first antifuse structure 18 and a
second antifuse structure 20, which are electrically con-
nected to a first word line 12, a second word line 14, and
a bit line 16. As is known by those skilled in the art, by
applying programming voltage to the NVM PUF 10, rup-
tures form in antifuse structures. For instance, a rupture
22 occurs on the first antifuse structure 18 when a high
level current flows through the NVM PUF 10 as the pro-
gramming voltage is applied. This rupture 22 occurs nat-
urally in some antifuse structures and does not occur in
other antifuse structures depending on the intrinsic proc-
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ess variations of the antifuse structures. When a pair of
identical antifuse structures has the programming volt-
age applied to it, such as what is shown in Fig. 1, one of
the antifuse structures in the pair will rupture and the
other will not. When many pairs of antifuse structures
have the programming voltage applied to them, the rup-
ture sites will occur at seemingly random locations due
to the intrinsic process variations of the NVM PUF 10.
The antifuse structures may be, for instance, capacitors
or transistors.
[0011] By assigning a logic value of "1" to the first an-
tifuse structure 18 having the rupture site 22 and other
antifuse structures having no rupture sites, and by as-
signing a logic value of "0" to the second antifuse struc-
ture 20 and other antifuse structures having no rupture
site, a code can be generated to uniquely identify a circuit.
For instance, an integrated circuit may be assigned an
eight-bit chip identity (ID) of "10010101". This code will
be randomly generated for different pluralities of antifuse
cells (different PUF blocks) and is specific to each block
of antifuse cells. This code, in effect, acts as a type of
hardware fingerprint. Since there is only a very small
chance of two NVM PUFs that will be communicating
with each other having the same chip ID, each NVM PUF
can be thought of as having a unique chip ID.
[0012] With the antifuse structures discussed in the
preceding paragraph, the antifuse structures may be an-
tifuse programmable logic devices using one-time pro-
grammable non-volatile memory (OTP NVM). Other
memory types could be used instead of OTP, such as
multi-time programmable (MTP) or electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM). It will be
appreciated that other technologies may instead be used
for generating the chip ID, such as an intrinsic charge of
cells within an integrated circuit. The intrinsic charge is
a natural property of the integrated circuit that is created
at the time the integrated circuit is manufactured. Intrinsic
charges having a value over a threshold may be assigned
a logic value of "1", whereas charges no greater than the
threshold may be assigned a logic value of "0", for ex-
ample.
[0013] Other techniques may also be used to create
chip IDs so that the chip IDs are sufficiently random and
may effectively create unique identifiers for integrated
circuits. The NVM used for creating the chip IDs can be
fabricated using fully logic-compatible and mix-mode
processes, fully high-voltage compatible processes,
BCD (Bipolar-CMOS-DMOS) compatible processes, or
fully CIS (CMOS image sensor) compatible processes.
[0014] Fig. 2 is a functional block diagram showing an
electronic device 50 according to a first embodiment of
the present invention. The electronic device 50 compris-
es a first critical integrated circuit (IC) 60, a second critical
IC 70, and a non-critical IC 80. The first critical IC 60 and
the second critical IC 70 are relatively important ICs com-
pared to the non-critical IC 80, and consequently undergo
extra authentication steps to ensure that the first critical
IC 60 and the second critical IC 70 are genuine. Since

the non-critical IC 80 does not require extra authentica-
tion steps, the non-critical IC 80 will not be a focus of this
invention.
[0015] The first critical IC 60 comprises hardware cir-
cuitry 62 for performing the hardware functions that the
first critical IC 60 is designed for. The first critical IC 60
also contains software 64 having executable code and a
security function block 66. The second critical IC 70 con-
tains similar elements as the first critical IC 60, and has
hardware circuitry 72, software 74, and a security func-
tion block 76. As shown in Fig. 2, the security function
block 66 of the first critical IC 60 communicates with the
security function block 76 of the second critical IC 70 to
perform mutual authentication of the first critical IC 60
and the second critical IC 70.
[0016] Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram showing a
detailed view of the security function block 66. Since the
security function block 66 of the first critical IC 60 and
the security function block 76 of the second critical IC 70
are essentially identical in function, only the security func-
tion block 66 of the first critical IC 60 is shown in more
detail. The security function block 66 contains a random
number generator 660, an encryption engine 662, a con-
troller 664, and a non-volatile memory 67. The non-vol-
atile memory 67 stores a chip ID 670 of the first critical
IC 60 and a chip reference number 672 of the first critical
IC 60 (since the security function block 66 is located in-
side the first critical IC 60), and a lookup table 674.
[0017] The chip ID 670 has been explained with re-
spect to Fig. 1, and the chip ID 670 uniquely identifies
the first critical IC 60 based on natural properties of the
first critical IC 60. The chip reference number 672 may
be a simple identifier for ICs to refer to other ICs located
within or outside of the electronic device 50. For instance,
in the electronic device 50 shown in Fig. 2, the chip ref-
erence number 672 for the first critical IC 60 may be "1",
and the chip reference number for the second critical IC
70 may be "2". The non-critical IC 80 may optionally have
a chip reference number of "3", but this is optional since
the non-critical IC 80 does not need to undergo authen-
tication. The lookup table 674 stores the chip reference
number and the chip ID for each critical IC associated
with the electronic device 50, and these values are known
ahead of time. Therefore, when the chip reference
number is known, the lookup table 674 can be used to
look up the corresponding chip ID.
[0018] The encryption engine 662 can be used to en-
crypt data transmitted between critical ICs when mutual
authentication is performed. The random number gener-
ator 660 can be used to generate encryption keys when
encrypting data with the encryption engine 662.
[0019] Figs. 4-5 show a flowchart describing the meth-
od of performing authentication of critical ICs according
to the present invention. Steps in the flowchart will be
explained as follows.
[0020] Step 100: Start.
[0021] Step 102: The first critical IC 60 initiates com-
munication with the second critical IC 70. For example,
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the first critical IC 60 may execute an input/output request
that requires the second critical IC 70. Since the first crit-
ical IC 60 is initiating communication with the second
critical IC 70, all of the steps in the flowchart below are
executed from the point of view of the first critical IC 60
authenticating the second critical IC 70. After the first
critical IC 60 authenticates the second critical IC 70, the
second critical IC 70 can then authenticate the first critical
IC 60 in step 118, thereby performing mutual authenti-
cation.
[0022] Step 104: The security function block 66 of the
first critical IC 60 requests the security function block 76
of the second critical IC 70 to provide the chip reference
number of the second critical IC 70.
[0023] Step 106: The security function block 76 pro-
vides the chip reference number of the second critical IC
70 to the security function block 66.
[0024] Step 108: The security function block 66 uses
the chip reference number of the second critical IC 70 to
search the lookup table 674 for the chip ID corresponding
to the second critical IC 70.
[0025] Step 110: The security function block 66 en-
crypts the chip ID corresponding to the second critical IC
70 using the encryption engine 662 in conjunction with
the random number generator 660. That is, the random
number generator 660 may provide a random number
that is used to encrypt the chip ID corresponding to the
second critical IC 70.
[0026] Step 112: The security function block 66 trans-
mits the random number to the security function block 76
of the second critical IC 70.
[0027] Step 114: The security function block 76 of the
second critical IC 70 encrypts the chip ID corresponding
to the second critical IC 70 according to the random
number, and transmits the encrypted chip ID correspond-
ing to the second critical IC 70 to the security function
block 66 of the first critical IC 60.
[0028] Step 116: The security function block 66 of the
first critical IC 60 compares the encrypted chip ID corre-
sponding to the second critical IC 70 resulting from step
110 and step 114. This comparison result will indicate
whether the second critical IC 70 is successfully authen-
ticated or not.
[0029] Step 118: Repeat steps 102 to 116, but with the
first critical IC 60 and the second critical IC 70 swapped.
In this way, mutual authentication of the first critical IC
60 and the second critical IC 70 may take place.
[0030] Step 120: Determine if the first critical IC 60 and
the second critical IC 70 are successfully authenticated
according to the two comparison results created from
step 116 and step 118. If both of the comparison results
are correct and the mutual authentication is successful,
go to step 124. If one or both of the comparison results
are not correct and the mutual authentication was not
successful, go to step 122.
[0031] Step 122: Since the mutual authentication was
not successful, sanctions can be placed on whichever
critical IC did not pass authentication. Sanctions include

disabling the functionality of the critical IC that did not
pass authentication. For instance, if the second critical
IC 70 did not pass authentication, the security function
block 76 of the second critical IC 70 can disable the func-
tionality or security information of the second critical IC
70. In another embodiment, the security function block
66 of the first critical IC 60 can also disable the function-
ality or security information of the second critical IC 70.
In a different embodiment, the software 74 stored in the
second critical IC 70 will only be unlocked (decrypted)
when the second critical IC 70 passes authentication. In
yet another embodiment, an alarm notification can be
sent to a host device when at least one of the critical ICs
does not pass authentication. Go to step 126.
[0032] Step 124: Since the mutual authentication was
successful, the first critical IC 60 and the second critical
IC 70 may communicate with each other. By performing
mutual authentication, it can be known that both the first
critical IC 60 and the second critical IC 70 are genuine,
and are not counterfeit.
[0033] Step 126: End.
[0034] Fig. 6 is a functional block diagram showing a
first electronic device 250 and a second electronic device
350 according to a second embodiment of the present
invention. The first electronic device 250 comprises a
first critical IC 260 and a non-critical IC 280. The second
electronic device 350 comprises a second critical IC 360.
As with the electronic device 50 shown in the first em-
bodiment depicted in Fig. 2, the first critical IC 260 com-
prises hardware circuitry 262, software 264, and a secu-
rity function block 266. Similarly, the second critical IC
360 comprises hardware circuitry 362, software 364, and
a security function block 366. The main difference from
the first embodiment shown in Fig. 2 is that in the second
embodiment shown in Fig. 6, the first critical IC 260 and
the second critical IC 360 are located in separate elec-
tronic devices, i.e. the first electronic device 250 and the
second electronic device 350, respectively. Thus, the
present invention allows mutual authentication to take
place no matter whether the critical ICs are located within
a same electrical device or within separate electrical de-
vices.
[0035] When mutual authentication takes place be-
tween two critical ICs, the critical IC that initiates com-
munication with the other critical IC can be thought of as
a "master" IC, with the other critical IC being thought of
as a "slave" IC. This only affects the sequence in which
the authentication protocol communication is carried out,
and the master/slave arrangement can be switched with-
out affecting the effectiveness of the present invention.
[0036] Mutual authentication can be performed be-
tween two critical ICs with different levels of frequency.
For instance, mutual authentication can be performed
each time two critical ICs attempt to communicate with
each other. Otherwise, mutual authentication can be per-
formed less frequently, such as when the critical ICs first
power on or when the critical ICs are initialized.
[0037] As for the type of encryption used by the en-
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cryption engine 662, different types of encryption can be
used, including symmetric and asymmetric. For the
asymmetric encryption, a public key and a private key
can be used, as is well known by those skilled in the art
of encryption.
[0038] In summary, the present invention provides a
way to use chip identities that are created using intrinsic
PUF techniques in order to uniquely identify critical inte-
grated circuits used within an electronic device. In this
way, the chip identities cannot be easily forged, and hack-
ers cannot simply swap out an original integrated circuit
with an unauthorized integrated circuit that may have a
malicious function or contain unauthorized or malicious
code.

Claims

1. An electronic device (50) characterized by compris-
ing:

a first critical integrated circuit (60), comprising:

a first security function block (66) configured
to authenticate an identity of a second crit-
ical integrated circuit (70) in communication
with the first critical integrated circuit (60),
wherein the first security function block (66)
authenticates the identity of the second crit-
ical integrated circuit (70) according to a
chip identity of the second critical integrated
circuit (70) created using a non-volatile
memory physically unclonable function
(10).

2. The electronic device (50) of claim 1, characterized
in that the first critical integrated circuit (60) disables
functionality of the second critical integrated circuit
(70) when the first security function block (66) fails
to authenticate the identity of the second critical in-
tegrated circuit (70).

3. The electronic device (50) of any of claims 1 to 2,
characterized in that the first security function block
(66) sends an alarm notification to a host device
when the first security function block (66) fails to au-
thenticate the identity of the second critical integrat-
ed circuit (70).

4. The electronic device (50) of any of claims 1 to 3,
characterized in that the chip identity of the second
critical integrated circuit (70) is encrypted with a ran-
dom number by the first security function block (66)
before the random number is transmitted from the
first security function block (66) to the second critical
integrated circuit (70).

5. The electronic device (50) of any of claims 1 to 4,

characterized in that the chip identity of the second
critical integrated circuit (70) is created using at least
one pair of symmetric antifuse structures in the non-
volatile memory physically unclonable function (10),
and the chip identity of the second critical integrated
circuit (70) is determined based on which antifuse
structures rupture when programming voltage is ap-
plied.

6. The electronic device (50) of claim 5, characterized
in that the antifuse structures are ruptured according
to intrinsic process variations of the antifuse struc-
tures.

7. The electronic device (50) of any of claims 1 to 6,
characterized in that the chip identity of the second
critical integrated circuit (70) created using the phys-
ically unclonable function is generated from intrinsic
charge of the second critical integrated circuit (70)
which is produced at the time the second critical in-
tegrated circuit (70) is manufactured.

8. The electronic device (50) of any of claims 1 to 7,
characterized in that the second critical integrated
circuit (70) comprises a second security function
block (76), and the first critical integrated circuit (60)
and the second critical integrated circuit (70) perform
mutual authentication using corresponding chip
identities.

9. A method of performing an anti-cloning function in
an electronic device (50), the electronic device (50)
comprising a first critical integrated circuit (60), the
method being characterized by comprising:

a first security function block (66) of the first crit-
ical integrated circuit (60) obtaining a chip iden-
tity of a second critical integrated circuit (70) in
communication with the first critical integrated
circuit (60), wherein the chip identity of the sec-
ond critical integrated circuit (70) is created us-
ing a non-volatile memory physically unclonable
function (10);
the first security function block (66) comparing
the obtained chip identity of the second critical
integrated circuit (70) with a previously stored
value of the chip identity of the second critical
integrated circuit (70); and
the first security function block (66) authenticat-
ing an identity of the second critical integrated
circuit (70) when the obtained chip identity of the
second critical integrated circuit (70) matches
the previously stored value of the chip identity
of the second critical integrated circuit (70).

10. The method of claim 9, characterized by further
comprising the first critical integrated circuit (60) dis-
abling functionality of the second critical integrated
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circuit (70) when the first security function block (66)
fails to authenticate the identity of the second critical
integrated circuit (70).

11. The method of any of claims 9 to 10, characterized
by further comprising the first security function block
(66) sending an alarm notification to a host device
when the first security function block (66) fails to au-
thenticate the identity of the second critical integrat-
ed circuit (70).

12. The method of any of claims 9 to 11, characterized
in that the chip identity of the second critical inte-
grated circuit (70) is encrypted with a random
number by the first security function block (66) before
the random number is transmitted from the first se-
curity function block (66) to the second critical inte-
grated circuit (70).

13. The method of any of claims 9 to 12, characterized
in that the chip identity of the second critical inte-
grated circuit (70) is created using at least one pair
of symmetric antifuse structures in the non-volatile
memory physically unclonable function (10), and the
chip identity of the second critical integrated circuit
(70) is determined based on which antifuse struc-
tures rupture when programming voltage is applied.

14. The method of any of claims 9 to 13, characterized
in that the chip identity of the second critical inte-
grated circuit (70) created using the physically un-
clonable function is generated from intrinsic charge
of the second critical integrated circuit (70) which is
produced at the time the second critical integrated
circuit (70) is manufactured.

15. The method of any of claims 9 to 14, characterized
in that the second critical integrated circuit (70) com-
prises a second security function block (76), and the
first critical integrated circuit (60) and the second crit-
ical integrated circuit (70) perform mutual authenti-
cation using corresponding chip identities.
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